






 My work focalizes in the area of geometric abstaction, of recomposition and meta-analysis. It poses matters 
refering to nature and ecology, the anthropocene and the human geography, the geomorphy and how these interacts 
with human architecture. I am interested in subjects connected with the enviroment and the ways that human activity 
tranforms it, giving an architectural structure with natural characteristics, an organic structure. The result of this change 
of landscape, happens rapidly and often may damage the inviroment, therefore in long terms also human, but it can, in 
other case, be the occasion for an ode to shape, colour and patterns. If in all these, we include socialpolitical and 
economic factors, which are located in specific enviroments, we are led in a contemporary term, neogeomorphology, 
which is the start of my inspiration.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MY ARTWORK 

 The multiple readings but also the multiple visions in which my artwork is open to, make it activated in the 
space, although it is dimensional. The distance of vision changes the work's conception and operates simultaneously in 
a macroscopic and a microscopic way. From a distance it resembles the bird's vision or a satellite's vision, getting close 
it revealss the artistic confrotation. Another common characteristic traced in more of the works, is the partial revelation 
of the surface on which they are presented, either it is canvas or it is wood - one more way to underline the illusion that 
the work creates and a way to lighten up it's dimensional status. All my works tend to expand their partial structures in 
the space, with their limits to lead to all directions and the internal patterns and episodes to convince that this can 
happen.
 The object of my research were the geological shapes which exist in nature, the architectural rules that may 
apply on it, the human geography, the cartography and in addition social, political issues which are relevant with 
ecology or the limitation of natural landscape. I choose the shape, the colour and the materials in the same time, to 
handle every work- in this point the research continues autonomous in the technical part, as every work has a different 
artistic confrontation. The beginning therefore, of the dialogue with the works has a different starting point, to lead to a 
similar impression and a relative emotion.

































no title, 2012, acrylics & coarse sand on canvas, 60 x 60 cm2012, acrylics & coarse sand on canvas, 60 x 60 cm
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Eva Konstantinidou (b.1981, Greece) is a graduate of the Fine and Applied Arts School of Thessaloniki, Greece 
(first-class honors, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 2017), with specialization field in painting and had as a 
teacher Yiannis Fokas. She has a postgraduate degree in Clinical Psychology (first-class honors, Aristotle 
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Her cultural activity is multidimentional. It concludes exhibitions with participation and organisation :
• "4th Painting studio"-Group Show, Art Gallery of the Society for Macedonian Studies , Thessaloniki, Greece
• "4th Painting studio "- Group Show,Paleontological and Historical Museum Ptolemaida, , Ptolemaida, Greece
• "The otherness as a mirror of the identity"- group show, "Melina" Cultural Center, Athens, Greece
• "The way out"- Group Show of Photography, Center of Art and Speech, Messolongi, Greece
• "Pandora's box"- group show, State Museum of Contemporary Art : Transform 2012, Thessaloniki, Greece
•  "Out of the box", honoured artist of the commercial companies TAF (Greece) and LA MARZOCCO (Italy)- solo 
show, Technopolis Municipality of Athens, Athens, Greece
• "Future" - Curator of the group show and participation, Multispace Partizan, Thessaloniki, Greece

She has also collaborated in theatrical productions :
• "Macbeth"- assistant director, set and costumes designer, State Theatre of Northern Greece, Thessaloniki, 
Greece
• "Beethoven, Bach and Beer" - set designer, Aristoteleion Theatre, Thessaloniki, Greece
•  "Salome"- visual editor of the performance, Theatre Lab Company (London) and theatre Exo apo ta Teihi, 
Thessaloniki, Greece
•  "Bee" - set designer, Aggelon Vima, Athens, Greece
• "Untold"- set , costume and poster designer, Schema ektos axona, Thessaloniki, Greece
• "Words on the wall"- set, costume and poster designer, Theatre Exo apo ta Teihi ,Thessaloniki, Greece

She has collaborated in short films as an art director, she has collaborations with commercial companies in 
Greece and Italy and she had created book's covers and registrations in magazines. Pieces of her work are 
found in private collections in Greece and abroad.










